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ABSTRACT
Making good decisions in extremely complex and difficult processes and situations has always been both a key task as well as a challenge in the clinic and has led to a large amount of clinical, legal and ethical routines, protocols and reflections in order to guarantee fair, participatory and up-to-date pathways for clinical decision-making. Nevertheless, the complexity of processes and physical phenomena, time as well as economic constraints and not least further endeavours as well as achievements in medicine and healthcare continuously raise the need to evaluate and to improve clinical decision-making. This article scrutinises if and how clinical decision-making processes are challenged by the rise of so-called artificial intelligence-driven decision support systems (AI-DSS). In a first step, this article analyses how the rise of AI-DSS will affect and transform the modes of interaction between different agents in the clinic. In a second step, we point out how these changing modes of interaction also imply shifts in the conditions of trustworthiness, epistemic challenges regarding transparency, the underlying normative concepts of agency and its embedding into concrete contexts of deployment and, finally, the consequences for (possible) ascriptions of responsibility. Third, we draw first conclusions for further steps regarding a ‘meaningful human control’ of clinical AI-DSS.

INTRODUCTION
The tremendous potentials of computerised decision support tools within the medical sector have been propelled to new heights. They benefit from significant increases in computing power, the amounts of available data and progress in artificial intelligence (AI). AI can be understood as an umbrella term for technologies intended to mimic, approximate or even extend features and abilities of animals and human persons.1 Particular success is being achieved in image-based diagnosis. Some convolutional neural networks have been shown to perform on par with2 or even better than3 dermatologists in classifying images of skin lesions and distinguishing benign and malignant moles. Paradigmatic for the involvement of big technology companies in these endeavours, Google has developed a deep learning algorithm that detects diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular oedema4 in retinal images with similar accuracy as ophthalmologists. Microsoft is involved in initiatives applying automated analysis of radiological images in order to ameliorate the time-consuming and error-prone delineation of tumours.5 IBM’s Watson for Oncology applies AI to the personalisation of cancer care.6 These dynamics shape and gradually change healthcare and biomedical research.7–10

Besides these ongoing endeavours, decision-making especially in the clinic remains a complicated and critical task, as healthcare providers have to provide diagnoses and possible treatments according to the specific medical condition of the patient and within time constraints.11 The primary goal of clinical decision support systems (DSS) is to provide tools to help the clinicians as well as the patients to make better decisions. AI-driven decision support systems (AI-DSS) take various patient data and information about clinical presentation as input, and provide diagnoses,12 predictions13 or treatment recommendations14 as output. Overall, awareness of these correlation-based patterns may inform decision-making, contribute to more cost-effectiveness15 and fundamentally ameliorate clinical care. While some of these prospects seem visionary or even vague, there are a rising number of concrete research endeavours16 seeking to harness these potentials of AI-DSS. Against this background, we put forward two hypotheses on the distinctive ethical challenges posed by clinical AI-DSS. First, they affect and transform the modes of interaction between different agents in the clinic. Second, these modes are entangled with four normative notions which are shifted and whose presuppositions are undercut by AI-DSS: (A) conditions of trustworthiness, (B) epistemic challenges regarding transparency, (C) alterations in the underlying concepts of agency and, finally, (D) the consequences for (possible) ascriptions of responsibility. While there is a lot of work on each of these individual normative notions, there is a lack of understanding of their entanglement and especially their significance for governance strategies towards shaping and modelling the current and future use of AI-DSS in the clinic. In order to tackle these challenges, we sketch the contours of ‘meaningful human control’ of clinical AI-DSS.

AI AND THE SHIFTING MODES OF CLINICAL INTERACTIONS
AI-based applications are capable of considering large amounts of data in which they discover and highlight correlations that might have otherwise escaped the attention of clinicians and researchers. One important preliminary observation is that AI-DSS stretch or sometimes even collapse the borders between the clinic and biomedical research.17 One reason for this is that such AI-DSS merge a variety of different sets of data, which often have been gathered within the framing of research and are then transferred by these tools to clinical care settings. A second reason is implied in the way AI-DSS produce hypotheses. Fundamentally
new is that unlike hypothesis-driven research, data or model-driven decision-making proceeds on the basis of AI processing large amounts of data and providing classifications without a thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the model. This offers exciting opportunities, for example, to evaluate large amounts of cross-sectorial data, to discover unforeseen correlations and to feed them into clinical practice via DSS. The clinician is eventually deploying the tool, but her decisions and actions are intertwined with the research and development efforts of the individuals designing, calibrating and refining the support system.

This entanglement of research and clinic could be described as a first fundamental precondition for the use of AI-DSS in the clinical context because the whole process of collecting, gathering and interpreting different sets of data as well as developing the algorithms of AI systems is the result of strong interlinkage between the clinic and research. The second fundamental precondition is that there are several different ways in which AI-DSS could function in the clinic (see figure 1). Drawing on the work of Yu et al., we can distinguish so-called conventional AI-DSS (C-AI) systems from integrative AI-DSS (I-AI) and fully automated AI-DSS (F-AI). In conventional DSS, an algorithm takes patient data as input and informs decision-making by delivering a statement for consideration to the clinician. In integrative DSS, the algorithm can request and gather patient data autonomously, present the result of data processing to the clinician and write it into the patient’s electronic health records. Across these variants, the roles attributed to AI shift the modes of interaction among the clinical agents in different ways.

The first interaction mode affected by AI-DSS is between the clinicians and their machine(s). In ordinary clinical contexts, the clinician guides the patient through the spectrum of available care. The introduction of AI-driven clinical DSS can supplement the professional’s experience and knowledge, and even alter her decisional authority by shaping expectations, verdicts, roles, and responsibilities. Across the AI-DSS, the clinician shares agency to different degrees with the AI tool. On the far end of the spectrum, the AI system is not merely a tool to augment the clinician’s decision-making, but to some extent replaces human reasoning by evaluating clinical presentations, arriving at decisions and updating health records autonomously.

The second changing mode of interaction is the one between the clinicians and the patients. In ordinary clinical contexts, it is already an oversimplification to regard the clinician as the sole decision-maker. According to the ideal and principles of shared decision-making in clinical practice, healthcare professionals and patients share the best available evidence, and patients are provided with support to consider options and to arrive at informed preferences. AI-DSS provide a direct link between patient data (vital parameters and her digital health...
diary) and the clinician’s diagnostic toolbox, and thereby add to the evidence base at the centre of shared decision-making. Availability of this additional evidence requires clinician and patient to jointly evaluate its significance and to relate it to both the clinician’s judgement based on her knowledge and experience as well as the patient’s preferences, expectations and concerns. While additional pieces of evidence can be a welcome enrichment of decision-making processes, they can also stand in tension with previous assessments and intentions. The situation can be complicated by the possibility that the quality of such additional evidence is not immediately transparent to all involved and affected. When the support system’s recommendations and predictions raise tensions and suspicions, shared decision-making requires clinician and patient to reassess and to render beliefs, preferences and intentions coherent.

Third, new forms of interactions between patients and the machines occur. By agreeing to consult the AI-DSS, the patient is typically feeding her data into the algorithmic tools on which the system is based, and thereby contributes to their training and refinement. While the patient might be motivated by the prospect of improved care and additional control mechanisms, attitudes of solidarity, giving and contributing to the common good can be in play, too. Once data are being shared, the machine shapes the care of the patient. One example is the use of AI-triggered self-medication in order to manage risks of non-adherence.22 Here too, the concrete dimension of a possible shift in the interaction between patients and machine depends on the way the AI-DSS is constructed and equally important: how the interaction interface between the patients and the respective machine is constructed. While in a C-AI system the interaction between the clinician and the patient may still be led by the clinician, there is no clinician directly involved in collecting and gathering the data in the I-AI system. Furthermore, in the case of a possible F-AI system, no clinical expert is directly present even in the decision-making process. Hitherto there is a lot of discussion, if such a shift in the process of clinical decision-making would lead to new modes of concrete participation, or whether it will increase or even create new spaces of vulnerability. This would, for example, be the case if such vulnerable groups would have no concrete idea of the way the inferences or even recommendations of the AI-DSS have been processed, if there are biases in its training data and which influence they may have on the results.

THE NORMATIVE CHALLENGES

The described shifts in interaction modes transform established processes of arriving at clinical decisions, and have implications for a range of concepts and categories for evaluating deliberation processes and decisions from a normative perspective.

First, questions arise about the conditions of trustworthiness of such systems, and what it takes to advance '[t]owards trustable machine learning’17 and the ‘implementation and realization of Trustworthy AI’23 in the clinic. Empirical work highlights that different stakeholders introduce distinctive expectations into the set-up. In order to gain the trust of clinicians, AI should be user-friendly and based on adequate risk-benefit analyses.24 Patients expect that AI enhances the care they receive, preferably without removing the clinician from the decision-making loop in order to maintain human interaction and interpersonal communication25 with a clinician who is in a position to evaluate the outputs of the system and to compare them with judgements arising from her own professional experience and training. As with other data-intensive applications, adherence to data protection and privacy requirements26,27 such as the general data protection regulation (GDPR) will be essential. Moreover, it will be important that legally adequate levels of risk are being clarified beforehand in order to enable legal security for relevant actors and to give potential victims of damages the possibility to address transgressions of these risk levels. This is one distinctive challenge in regulating AI adequately.28 Loans of trust from society to researchers, engineers and users of novel biomedical technologies29 will be withdrawn if expectations like these are not met.

Obstacles include the fact that AI-driven clinical DSS, while becoming increasingly powerful, offer no guarantee for validity and effectiveness. The whole process of setting up a data-based system—from the collection of data, training of the model, up to its actual use in a social context—involves many actors. Every step is prone to certain errors and misconceptions,30 and can result in damages to involved or even uninvolved parties. On the one hand, this is the reason why it is not sufficient for trustworthiness to define overarching ethical or legal principles. Such principles, for example, autonomy, justice or non-maleficence, can provide orientation. But they need to be embedded into a context-sensitive framework.31 On the other hand, patients’ openness to AI-driven health tools varies considerably across applications and countries.32 There remains a need for further empirical and conceptual work on which conditions of trustworthiness—if any33—matter relative to the full range of AI-driven applications and their implementation in the clinic.

Second, one specific epistemic challenge of AI-driven clinical DSS is transparency. While clinical decision-making is and has always been challenged by scarce evidence, time or the complexity of diagnosis, the use of AI-DSS promises to enhance the decision-making process in the clinic. Using AI-DSS may process larger sets of data in a much shorter time and may be less susceptible to biases in individual experiences. But despite these possible benefits, there remains a fundamental challenge which is discussed under the term of (epistemic) opacity.34 While the logic of simple algorithms can be fully comprehensible, the kinds of algorithms that tend to be relevant and useful towards practical applications are more complex. With increasing complexity, for example, when artificial neural networks are used, it might still be possible to state the general working principles of the different algorithms that are implemented in a system. However, the grounds on which the algorithm provides a particular classification or recommendation in a specific instance are bound to be opaque to designers and users,35 especially since it also depends on training data and user interactions. The opacity can refer to the question of how, that is, by means of which statistical calculations, rules or parameters, an algorithmic system arrives at the output. Even if in principle available, grasping machine-generated rules and correlations can be challenging as they take into account a large number of diverse parameters and dimensions. In a different sense, opacity can refer to the question of why a given output was provided.36 In this explanatory sense, opacity concerns the underlying causal relationship between input and output, which algorithms—by virtue of solely providing correlations—do not necessarily elicit. With regard to evaluating the outputs of AI-DSS, there are thus informational asymmetries between patients and clinicians, and between clinicians and AI-DSS. Such black box issues make it almost impossible to assess risks adequately ex ante as well as to prove ex post which wrongful action has led to specific damage, thus hindering legal evaluation.37 This threatens to result in a form of ‘black-box medicine’38 in which the basis for a given output is not always sufficiently clear and thus complicates its evaluation in view of potential errors and biases of the system, arising, for example, from the quality and breadth of data it has been trained with.
On the one hand this is problematic from a legal point of view, as this could potentially lead to inadequate discrimination. For example, when AI-DSS lead to varying levels of service quality for different populations. On the other hand, there are also ethical difficulties regarding the way we should deal with the inherent opacity. Some scholars propose to supplement traditional bioethical principles by a principle of explicability. One motivation is to enable assessments of potential biases in AI-driven decisions, which in clinical settings could affect the quality of care for certain populations as well as reinforce and aggravate pre-existing health inequities. At the same time, calling for explicability can only be the beginning. First, it raises the question what it takes to arrive at explainable AI, that is, how a sufficient degree of transparency of AI-driven clinical decision-making could be achieved, what counts as a sufficient explanation from the patient perspective and how residual opacity should be handled. Second, an important challenge is to define the level, at which point of the process something should be explainable. For example, we could strive for input-related transparency, that is, explainability relative to the point in time at which one deliberates about whether and which data to feed the system with. In legal contexts, how informed individuals can be presumed to be about the data sets and leverages computational power towards identifying correlations that are not immediately accessible to human inquiry. With increases in complexity, it becomes less plausible to expect that the clinician is in a position to query and, second, guess the system’s output and its attunement to the intended task. We then reach a pitchfork where either responsible clinicians refrain from using potentially beneficial, powerful but complex and somewhat opaque tools or we rethink attributions of responsibility and liability.

The diffusion of responsibility and liability can have problematic consequences: the victim might be left alone, the damages might remain unresolved and society might feel concerned about a technological development for which accountability for damages and violations of rights remains unclear. Fragile arrangements of trust can break, pre-existing reservations and unease about AI be amplified, and calls for overly restrictive governance result if public attitudes, narratives and perceptions are not taken seriously and channelled into inclusive societal deliberations. The described transformations driven by AI-DSS bear the potential to (gradually) transform clinical interaction modes and in doing so, they transform normative concepts and standards of trustworthiness, transparency, agency and responsibility. Responsibility redistributes and diffuses across agential structures, and it becomes questionable what counts as sufficient proof of misconduct of one of the parties involved. In the clinical setting, this raises a need for frameworks on medical malpractice liability resulting from deploying AI-DSS.

Some argue that unless AI genuinely replaces clinicians, it merely augments decision-making, and clinicians retain final responsibility, thus becoming the (legally) responsible ‘human in the loop’. Difficulties with this reasoning become apparent once we realise that the system considers large and complex data sets and leverages computational power towards identifying correlations that are not immediately accessible to human inquiry. With increases in complexity, it becomes less plausible to expect that the clinician is in a position to query and, second, guess the system’s output and its attunement to the intended task. We then reach a pitchfork where either responsible clinicians refrain from using potentially beneficial, powerful but complex and somewhat opaque tools or we rethink attributions of responsibility and liability.

The diffusion of responsibility and liability can have problematic consequences: the victim might be left alone, the damages might remain unresolved and society might feel concerned about a technological development for which accountability for damages and violations of rights remains unclear. Fragile arrangements of trust can break, pre-existing reservations and unease about AI be amplified, and calls for overly restrictive governance result if public attitudes, narratives and perceptions are not taken seriously and channelled into inclusive societal deliberations. The described transformations driven by AI-DSS bear the potential to (gradually) transform clinical interaction modes and in doing so, they transform normative concepts and standards of trustworthiness, transparency, agency and responsibility. Responsibility redistributes and diffuses across agential structures, and it becomes questionable what counts as sufficient proof of misconduct of one of the parties involved. In the clinical setting, this raises a need for frameworks on medical malpractice liability resulting from deploying AI-DSS.
### Table 1: Changing modes of interaction and their entanglement with different normative notions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normative notions</th>
<th>Clinician–AI-DSS</th>
<th>Clinician–patient</th>
<th>Patient–AI-DSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agency</strong></td>
<td>Description: introduction of AI-DSS competence and authority alongside clinician competence.</td>
<td>Description: introduction of additional evidence at the centre of shared decision-making.</td>
<td>Description: interplay between AI-DSS ideally ameliorating individual patient care and patient data learning and refining AI-DSS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge: spectrum ranges from augmentation to replacement.</td>
<td>Challenge: finding context-sensitive modes of participation in collaborative evaluation of outputs.</td>
<td>Challenge: sharing of large amounts of health data as a necessary condition for using medical AI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consequence: need to prioritise and to mediate between clinician and AI-DSS judgements in case they diverge.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for enhanced and standardised sensitivity to clinician and patient attitudes and expectations about roles in decision-making informed by AI-DSS.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for mechanisms to exercise informational self-determination through awareness of available options, data flow controllability and privacy by design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trustworthiness</strong></td>
<td>Description: room for errors across data collection, model training and implementation; significance of AI-DSS reliability, validity and attunement to task.</td>
<td>Description: perceived transformations to clinical decision-making processes.</td>
<td>Description: emerging conditions of trustworthiness for deployment of AI-driven technology from the patient perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge: user-friendliness, safety and efficacy, potential burden of proof for clinician who deviates from AI-DSS recommendations.</td>
<td>Challenge: shifts and extensions of conceptions of clinician competence and communication, expectation that human clinician remains in the loop.</td>
<td>Challenge: varying degrees of background knowledge and openness for AI-driven clinical tools, possibility that contact to human clinicians becomes a luxury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consequence: need for clinician training to evaluate reliability, validity and attunement.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for new forms of counselling and communication pathways.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for provision of clear information on opportunities, challenges, data protection, procedures and addressers for damage claims, and humans in the loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td>Description: AI uncovering correlations without necessarily eliciting underlying causal relations.</td>
<td>Description: black box issues coupled with information asymmetries between clinician and patient.</td>
<td>Description: black box issues aggravated by lack of clinical and technical background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consequence: need for safety and efficacy validation and certification markers.</td>
<td>Consequence: providing information and education about AI-driven clinical decision-making, clarifying the role and competence of the clinician relative to the AI-DSS.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for provision of clear information on the nature of AI-DSS outputs, for example, through visualisations and innovative patient interfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsibility</strong></td>
<td>Description: partial shift of responsibility for diagnosis, recommendations and decision-making from clinician towards AI-DSS.</td>
<td>Description: changing nature of clinician responsibility in view of informational asymmetries between clinician and patient.</td>
<td>Description: consideration of and reliance on AI-DSS outputs when patients make decisions on their own authority,5 paternalism versus new forms of individual choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consequence: need for clear and context-sensitive principles for how ethical and legal responsibility distributes across multiagential structures.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for training and education for clinicians and patients towards responsible utilisation of AI.</td>
<td>Consequence: need for education and counselling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

AI-DSS, artificial intelligence-driven decision support system.
new technologies responsibly. Suitable governance strategies need to be mindful of how AI-DSS transform clinical interaction modes, and how relevant normative categories are mutually entangled and affected.

DEALING WITH CLINICAL AI-DSS: TOWARDS MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL

The idea of meaningful human control is widely discussed as a possible framework to face challenges like the foregoing in dealing with AI-driven applications. Acknowledging that the concept of meaningful human control is still under discussion and currently remains a more or less fuzzy concept, the underlying idea is clear enough: AI is nothing which just happens, but which should and can be controlled by humans. Even though a kind of shifting agency, a lack of transparency or even an erosion of control caused by AI-DSS is possible, the idea of meaningful human control articulates clear requirements for AI development and interactions: it is human agents who retain decisional authority. AI-DSS are auxiliary tools to enhance human decision-making. But they do not by themselves determine courses of action. Important clinical choices, for example, on treatments, resource allocation or the weighing of risks, require human supervision, reflexion and approval. In order to meaningfully control these choices, presumably sensitivity to and alignment with human concerns, needs and vulnerabilities is necessary throughout the process of system design, implementation and deployment. Besides this very fundamental basic line, there still remains the question how such an idea of meaningful human control can be developed and rolled out. We put forward three aspects of an account of meaningful control, and sketch some of its practical implications.

First, it is necessary to analyse the legal dimensions of the challenges and problems in depth, and to look for potential solutions in close cooperation with other disciplines (for a historical perspective on the debate see Bench-Capon and colleagues). Some examples for discussed legal regimes are regulation via strict liability, the creation of the e-Person, the introduction of obligatory insurances for the usage of AI and mandating a human in the loop who then also would be accountable for the decision. In order to promote meaningful human control, these ideas will need to be complemented with mechanisms of validation and certification for algorithms and developers as ‘hallmarks of careful development’ which clinicians and facilities should take into account before deploying AI-driven tools. For example, regulatory approval of AI-DSS could be tied to evidence that the system reliably improves patient outcomes, is based on proper risk assessments and is ethically trained to mitigate bias. Some even demand that AI systems can be genuine bearers of responsibility, and call for a distinctive legal status resembling the legal personhood of collective entities. This suggestion would involve transformations of present societal understandings of autonomy, personhood and responsibility, and could lead to reconceptions of fundamental legal concepts such as action, attribution, liability and responsibility. This is not the place to conclusively evaluate such wide-ranging proposals. We merely highlight that meaningful human control will require new legal regimes, which need to be assessed based on whether or not they promote such control.

Second and with regard to the governance of data that is necessary for developing and refining AI-driven system, the ideal of individual data sovereignty is gaining traction. The concept relates to issues of control about who can access and process data. It is driven by the conviction that claims to informational self-determination can only be realised against the backdrop of social contexts and structures in which they are articulated, recognised and respected. In this respect, digitisation has the potential to transform the social core in which articulations of these claims are always embedded. This is why it is inadequate to insist on rigid, input-oriented data protection principles like data minimisation and purpose limitation. As one example, Wachter and Mittelstadt maintain that a full-fledged data protection law also needs to encompass rights that concern the inferences that are being drawn on the basis of data-driven analytics. These rights shall cover high-risk inferences and require disclosure of information that allows to determine why the considered data are acceptable bases for the inferences, why the inferences are acceptable for a given purpose and whether these inferences are accurate. While succeeding in going beyond mere input orientation, the concrete content of a right to reasonable inferences substantially depends on the criterion of ‘reasonableness’. Thus, a right to reasonable inferences in a sense shifts the problem to another level: the elaboration and societal negotiation of what counts as reasonable in a given context, and why. That is, in order to develop this right into a comprehensive approach to meaningful control of AI-DSS, the focus must shift to the social transformations that are being brought about by digitisation. In these settings, individuals should be put in a position to exercise informational self-determination reliably and robustly by being put in a position to control the flow of their data. For example, rather than regarding patients as mere data subjects whose personal health data can be analysed under the GDPR on the basis of broad and potentially even no consent mechanisms, the ideal of meaningful control calls for concrete modes for individual control. Such modes of control could, for example, be implemented by envisioning patients as commanagers of their data and of the processes into which such information is channelled.

Indeed, AI-driven tools need training data to provide useful outputs, and so one essential condition for their success in the clinic is the willingness of individuals to share health data and thereby to contribute towards applications that will benefit them and enhance the common good. In order for these acts of sharing to be the result of data sovereignty, individual decision-making must be informed about the working principles of the system, the consequences of data processing and the availability of alternative methods of diagnosis and care.

Third, and in view of the agential configurations surrounding AI-DSS, similar questions about sovereignty arise with regard to the role and decisional authority of the clinician. Observers are torn between highlighting putative skills of clinicians that machines cannot emulate and cautioning against romanticising human judgement. Soundbites like ‘[c]ould artificial intelligence make doctors obsolete?’ or ‘[t]he practice of medicine will never disappear, but our role in it as clinicians hinges on what we do next [after AI]’ illustrate that public perceptions and self-understandings of clinicians are being transformed. On the one hand, opacity and uncertainty about the validity and error-proneness of AI-driven systems frame interpretative processes, derivations of appropriate actions and already the design and debugging of the system itself. On the other hand, heightened anticipations and perceived potentials of these sophisticated systems raise the question under which conditions clinicians can actually refrain from deploying such systems or, once they are deployed, make decisions that contrast with what the system’s outputs suggest. The burden of proof might shift towards the deviating clinician. Whether this is a problematic development or could be a part of a responsible dealing with AI-DSS will then
depend on two factors. First, whether there is sound evidence that in the particular context at hand, reliance on the AI-DSS addresses the patient’s need better than alternative courses of action. Second, the idea of meaningful human control would require that any remaining risks and uncertainties about the foregoing are deliberated on by humans, in particular by the clinician(s) together with the patient. Strictly speaking, deviance becomes a misnomer: the description presupposes that there is a determinate right course of action. Even with the most sophisticated AI-DSS, complexity and uncertainty will most likely remain part of medical practice. AI-DSS might help navigate them, but will not resolve them. It remains a critical task of the medical profession more than ever to provide the competence and resources for assessing, avoiding and taking risks responsibly, and to involve and to counsel the patient throughout this process.
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